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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to make clear how the first scored run in a base-
ball game influences the victory or defeat. The analysis object was T prefecture
GAKUDO （elementary school children） the baseball tournament and was 1,414
games of 10 conventions until to 2001 in 1992. The statistics processing performed
the Chi square-test. 
The results were summarized as follows:
The percentage of victories at the time which scored the first run was 72.3%.
When five points were first score, victorious percentage exceeded 90 percent at the
95.4%. The game that was defeated and was taking the first score five points occu-
pied 99%. When three points were first score, victorious percentage exceeded 70
percent at the 72.6%. When eight points or more were the first scored run, the vic-
torious percentage was 100%. 
From these it became clear that the percentage of victories rose, by more than
three points, taking the first scored run.
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